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The interchange dynamics and velocity scaling of blob-like plasma filaments are investigated using
a two-field reduced fluid model. For incompressible flows due to buoyancy, the maximum velocity
is proportional to the square root of the relative amplitude and the square root of its cross-field size.
For compressible flows in a non-uniform magnetic field, this square root scaling only holds for
ratios of amplitudes to cross-field sizes above a certain threshold value. For small amplitudes and
large sizes, the maximum velocity is proportional to the filament amplitude. The acceleration is
proportional to the amplitude and independent of the cross-field size in all regimes. This is demon-
strated by means of numerical simulations and explained by the energy integrals satisfied by the
model. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4971220]
I. INTRODUCTION
At the outboard mid-plane of magnetically confined
plasmas one universally observes radial motion of field-
aligned plasma pressure perturbations. These are structures
of excess pressure localized in the plane perpendicular to the
magnetic field, and are therefore, commonly referred to as
blobs.1,2 These blobs are intermittently created close to the
last closed magnetic flux surface3–6 and propagate radially
outward through the scrape-off layer, mediating a significant
loss channel for particles and heat. They may further be
responsible for high rates of particle recycling at the main
chamber wall.7,8 Experimental studies suggest that their
dynamical properties set the profile length scale of the parti-
cle density profile in the scrape-off layer.9–11 A stochastic
model, which models density fluctuation time series in the
scrape-off layer as the superposition of exponentially decay-
ing pulses, explicitly relates the scale length of the density
profile to the average radial blob velocity.12
A large body of research suggests that interchange
motions due to the non-uniform magnetic field is the mecha-
nism underlying blob propagation.13–18 At the outboard mid-
plane of a magnetically confined plasma, magnetic gradient
and curvature drifts guide electrons and ions in opposing
directions. As a consequence, a blob of excess pressure will
be electrically polarized, generating a dipolar potential struc-
ture that is out of phase with the pressure perturbation. The
resulting electric drift propagates the plasma blob radially
outward, away from the closed field line region, thereby
exchanging hot and dense plasma with cold, low density
plasma.16–20 Analysis of data time series shows that the
observed motion of the plasma blobs agrees well with the
suggested theory.3,11,21–24
Plasma filaments have also been investigated in basic
toroidal plasma experiments. In cold plasma experiments
performed at the Versatile Toroidal Facility it was observed
that plasma blobs develop a mushroom-like shape, as often
observed in numerical simulations, and that their flow field is
dipolar.25 Experiments performed in an open field line con-
figuration at the TORPEX device further corroborate that the
interchange mechanism supports blob propagation.26–28
In the equatorial F-layer ionosphere, so-called
“equatorial spread-F plasma” depletions, or bubbles, have
been observed to propagate radially out across the boundary
of the F-layer ionosphere.29 Recent measurements of magne-
tospherical plasmas at Saturn30 and analytic theory31 suggest
that plasma bubbles propagating through plasma sheets in
these regions are also driven by buoyancy.
The simplest fluid models used to describe the inter-
change dynamics of seeded plasma blobs feature the advec-
tion of the particle density by the electrical drift.15,16,32,33
For self-consistent dynamics, the electric potential is com-
puted by invoking quasi-neutrality in the low-frequency
limit, often applying the so-called “Boussinesq approx-
imation.” Within this approximation, which is valid for
small particle density perturbations ~n relative to the back-
ground N, j~nj=N ! 1, one neglects particle density gra-
dients in the inertial terms of the fluid equations, while
retaining them in the other terms. Recent work avoids this
simplification.34–39
In previous works, a scale analysis of the model equa-
tions was employed to derive velocity scaling laws for
blobs.15,26,40–42 In the simplest case only particle density
fluctuations on a uniform background are considered and the
parallel dynamics are neglected. Scale analysis of this model
suggests that the radial center of mass velocity of blobs fol-
lows the so-called inertial scaling V " ð‘!n=R0NÞ1=2.15
Here, ‘ is the initial blob cross-field size, R0 is the major
radius, and !n the initial blob amplitude.
Numerical simulations of incompressible fluid models
recover the inertial velocity scaling in the case of small ini-
tial blob amplitudes.41 Numerical simulations relaxing the
Boussinesq approximation further validate the inertial veloc-
ity scaling for blobs with moderate initial amplitudes.35–37
First indications that the inertial velocity scaling does not
hold for blob motions with small amplitudes using a model
with compressible flows, were reported in Refs. 38 and 43.a)E-mail: ralph.kube@uit.no
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In this contribution, we review the simplifications lead-
ing to the reduced two-field fluid models and discuss the
common practice of neglecting drift compression terms in
the particle continuity equation. This is often justified due to
the smallness of the terms and has been applied throughout
the literature.14,15,19,32–35,41,50–52 We derive conservation
laws from the model equations and discuss how neglecting
drift compression terms impacts the conservation properties
of the model equations. Velocity scaling laws are derived
from the conservation laws and compared to the velocity
scaling usually derived from the vorticity equation.
Numerical simulations of seeded blob propagation are per-
formed with and without drift compression terms in the con-
tinuity equation, using two different sets of numerical
methods. The resulting velocity scaling of the seeded plasma
blobs is compared to analytically derived scaling laws.
II. ANALYTIC MODELING
For an isothermal, quasi-neutral plasma with a
single cold ion species, the low-frequency electrostatic




þr & nuE þ nudeð Þ ¼ !r2?n: (1)
Here, the electric drift is given by uE ¼ b(r/=B and the
diamagnetic drift by ude ¼ )ðTe=enBÞb(rn, where / is
the electric potential, B ¼ Bb the magnetic field, e the ele-
mentary charge, and Te the electron temperature. We con-
sider a slab magnetic field given by B ¼ ðB0R0=xÞez in a
Cartesian coordinate system. This field approximates the
magnetic field at the outboard mid-plane using the radial
coordinate x, the approximately poloidal coordinate y, and
the z direction aligned to the magnetic field. We further
assume that the aspect ratio R0=a, where R0 is the major
and a is the minor radius, is small as to approximate 1=B
* 1=B0 within the bounds of the model. In this approxima-
tion, the curvature of the magnetic field vanishes, ðb &rÞb
¼ 0. Introducing the operator KðuÞ + r & ðb(ru=BÞ
¼ )ð1=B0R0Þ@u=@y allows us to write the drift compression
terms as r & ðnudeÞ ¼ ðTe=eÞKðnÞ and r & uE ¼ )Kð/Þ,
respectively.
The particle density is now separated into a stationary
and homogeneous background N and a perturbation ~n as
n ¼ N þ ~n, where we assume that the relative perturbation
amplitude is small j~nj=N ! 1. An energetically consistent
model that describes the dynamics of density perturbations





























K ~nð Þ ¼ !r2?X: (2b)
Here, we have introduced the field-aligned vorticity density
of the electric drift X ¼ Nr2?/=B0 * Nb &r( uE and the
ion cyclotron frequency Xci ¼ eB0=mi. Artificial coefficients
a; b 2 f0; 1g in front of the drift compression terms in Eq.
(2a) allow to isolate the contribution of these terms on the
blob dynamics. Choosing a ¼ b ¼ 0 describes a plasma in a
homogeneous magnetic field experiencing a gravitational
drift with g ¼ )Te=ðR0miÞ + )Cs2=R0 as the gravity. This
may be used to describe astrophysical plasmas, specifically
ionospherical irregularities such as equatorial spread
F phenomena, which are thought to be caused by the inter-
change instability.29,44 The model with a ¼ b ¼ 1 also arises
when taking the long wavelength limit of a delta-f gyrofluid
model38 and describes compressible electrostatic motions in
a non-uniform magnetic field.
To study the evolution of seeded blobs, the density
field is initialized as a Gaussian function with no initial vor-
ticity as





Xðx; t ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0: (3b)
The initial perturbation amplitude of the blob is given by !n
and ‘ is its characteristic cross-field size. To obtain conserva-
tion laws of Eq. (2) we multiply Eq. (2a) with )NTex=R0
and ~nTe, respectively, and Eq. (2b) with )e/=Xci and inte-
grate the resulting equations over the domain.20 Adding the
results yields two conservation laws
d
dt
Gþ Eð Þ ¼ KG ) KE; (4a)
d
dt
Sþ aEð Þ ¼ ) KS þ aKEð Þ (4b)






















They correspond to the potential energy G of the plasma in its
effective gravity field, the kinetic energy E, and an entropy-
like quantity S. For the partial integration over the spatial
domain we assume boundary terms to vanish. The energy dis-





dAmiX2=N, and KS :¼!
Ð
dATeðr?~nÞ2=N. Then
Eq. (4a) may be interpreted as the evolution of the non-linearly
conserved energy of the system, while Eq. (4b) expresses
non-linear conservation of a free-energy like quantity. With
Eq. (3), initial conditions on Eq. (5) are given by Sð0Þ
¼NTep‘2ð!n=NÞ2=2 and Gð0Þ¼Eð0Þ¼0.
The transfer between potential and kinetic energy, as
well as between kinetic energy and the entropy is mediated
by the coupling term dE=dt ¼ )dG=dt ¼
Ð
dA ~nTeKð/Þ,
where we neglect diffusion. It describes a transfer of poten-
tial energy of a plasma structure in an effective gravitational
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field into kinetic energy. Including compression of the elec-
tric drift, a¼ 1, this coupling term mediates a transfer of
S into the kinetic energy of the system.45 While Eq. (4a)
sets no bound on either G or E, Eq. (4b) is a restriction for
E since S , 0 and E , 0. In other words, the compression of
the electric drift introduces an upper bound on the kinetic
energy through conservation of internal energy as described
by Eq. (4).
To obtain a velocity scaling of seeded plasma blobs
we perform an order of magnitude estimate by assuming
that the dynamics of the flow is due to inertia
@=@t " X " /=B‘2, as well as ð1=NÞ@n=@y " !n=ðN‘Þ in









Here, R is a proportionality factor that will later be deter-
mined from numerical simulations. This scaling is valid for
both compressible and incompressible flows and is often
called the inertial scaling.15 In this regime, the velocity is
proportional to the square root of the blob’s cross-field size
‘ and its relative perturbation amplitude !n=N.
To obtain a velocity scaling law from the conservation
laws given by Eq. (4) we introduce the radial center of mass
coordinate of a plasma blob15






dA~n ¼ 2p‘2!n is the conserved mass. Using
Eq. (2) the radial center of mass velocity VðtÞ ¼ dX=dt can
be written as19









The conservation law given by Eq. (4b) yields bounds on
the entropy and energy as SðtÞ - Sð0Þ and EðtÞ - Sð0Þ.
An upper bound on the center of mass velocity given by




















S2 0ð Þ: (9)
This shows that the center of mass velocity is bounded by
the initial entropy of the plasma. This initial entropy on the
other hand is set by Eq. (3a), such that, a blob’s initial
amplitude may set an upper limit on its maximal radial
velocity.
Using the initial conditions on Eq. (5) we evaluate this








Here, P is a numerical coefficient with 0 < P - 1 that
will later be determined from numerical simulations. This
upper bound on the center of mass velocity is a direct conse-
quence of energy conservation and must hold at any stage of
the blob’s evolution in the case of a non-uniform magnetic
field.
We equate Eqs. (6) and (10) to evaluate the critical
ratio of initial amplitude to size, above which the velocity
is constrained by Eq. (6) rather than the linear scaling given









In the case of a non-uniform magnetic field, we thus expect
large amplitude blobs with small cross-field sizes to be sub-
ject to the inertial velocity scaling given by Eq. (6).
To find a scaling for the center of mass acceleration we
rewrite Eq. (9) as
MVð Þ2 - 4S 0
ð Þ
miTe
E tð Þ (12)
which is true for both the compressible and the incom-
pressible case. Further assuming that the blob accelerates
uniformly in the initial phase,15,19,33,37,38,41 V ¼ At and













where again Q is a numerical coefficient with 0 < Q - 1.
This shows that a blob is always accelerated with a rate
given by the effective gravity Cs2=R0 and its initial perturba-
tion amplitude. Such a uniform acceleration is in accordance
with previous work, where a scale analysis suggests that
the temporal scale of the interchange motions described by
Eq. (2b) is given by c ¼ ðg!n=‘NÞ1=2.15
Finally, we introduce the time it takes a blob to acceler-
ate to its maximal velocity as tmax V . Using max V ¼ tmax VA























Thus, as a consequence of the constant acceleration phase,
the time it takes the blob to achieve its maximal radial
velocity is independent of its initial amplitude or size, when
the amplitude is small and the size is large. In the opposite
regime, large amplitude blobs feature a shorter acceleration
phase than small amplitude blobs and vice versa for the
blob size.
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
We continue by investigating the effect of the drift com-
pression termsr & ðnudeÞ and nr & uE in Eq. (2a) on the center
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of mass dynamics of seeded plasma blobs by numerical simu-
lations. To this end we normalize the spatial scales to ‘,
the temporal scale to the interchange rate c ¼ ðCs2=ðR0‘ÞÞ1=2,
the electric potential as / ¼ /=cB0‘2, and the vorticity density
as X! X=Nc to rewrite Eq. (2) in dimensionless form
@n
@t







þ /;Xf gþ @n
@y
¼ !r2?X: (15b)
The free parameters of this model are j + ‘=R0, which sets
the cross-field size of the plasma blob as a fraction of the
major radius and d + c=Xci + qs=ðR0‘Þ
1=2. This parameter
gives the ratio of the interchange time scale relative to the ion
cyclotron frequency, or alternatively, the ratio of the thermal
gyroradius qs ¼ ðTemiÞ
1=2=eB0 to the geometric mean of
the blob’s cross-field size and the major radius. The drift
advection terms are written using the Poisson bracket formal-
ism ff ; gg ¼ @xðf@ygÞ ) @yðf@xgÞ. Typical scrape-off layer
parameters are chosen by setting R0 ¼ 1 m; B0 ¼ 1 T; Te
¼ 10 eV, and a typical blob cross-field size ‘ ¼ 1 cm, which
yields the dimensionless parameters d ¼ 4:6( 10)3 and
j ¼ 10)2. We choose ! ¼ 10)3 such that dissipation is much
smaller than effective buoyancy.15 The respective simulations
are labeled as no compression a ¼ b ¼ 0, no electric drift
compression a ¼ 0; b ¼ 1, no diamagnetic drift compression
a ¼ 1; b ¼ 0, as well as full compression a ¼ b ¼ 1 through-
out the rest of this contribution.
Equations (15) were solved with initial conditions given
by Eqs. (3) using a spectral Fourier-Galerkin method to
discretize spatial derivatives,46 as well as by discontinuous
Galerkin methods (cf. FELTOR library47) for comparison.
The detailed numerical codes including the input parameters,
as well as all output data, can be found in the supplemental
data to this contribution.48 The results of the simulations
were tested for convergence by increasing the domain size
together with the number of cells and discretization points,
as well as by reducing the diffusion coefficient until no
change in the blob dynamics was observable. The energy
equations (4) were verified numerically and we found negli-
gible differences between the discontinuous and the Fourier-
Galerkin methods.
Figure 1 shows the center of mass velocity15,38 of the
blob as a function of time for !n=N ¼ 0:02 and !n=N ¼ 2.
In the case of a small initial amplitude, !n=N ¼ 0:02, the
blob’s center of mass velocity initially increases approxi-
mately linearly in time for all four simulated cases. When
neglecting electric drift compression, a¼ 0, the blob assumes
a maximal radial velocity, max V * 1:2( 10)2Cs at
tmax V * 32c)1. Including electric drift compression, a¼ 1,
shortens the period of uniform acceleration. In this case, the
blob assumes a maximal radial center of mass velocity of
max V * 3( 10)3Cs at tmax V * 10c)1. After this initial
acceleration phase, the blob decelerates and shows disper-
sion due to non-linear mixing.15,19
For !n=N ¼ 2 the blob dynamics is independent of the
included compressional terms in the model equations. After
an approximately uniform acceleration phase the blob
assumes a maximal radial velocity of max V * 0:11Cs at
tmax V * 3c)1. We conclude that the electric drift compres-
sion has a profound influence on the dynamics of the blob in
the case of small initial blob amplitudes.
Physically, the compressibility of the electric drift arises
from the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field. The effect of
including this term in the model equations is visualized in
Fig. 2. We show the evolution of a blob with !n=N ¼ 0:02
taken from simulations with a ¼ b ¼ 0 at t ¼ 10c)1 in the
upper column and at t ¼ 35c)1 for a ¼ 1; b ¼ 0 in the lower
column. These are the times at which the blob’s radial center
of mass velocity is approximately maximal. The left column
shows the particle density, and the middle column the elec-
tric potential, where equi-potential lines give the flow field
on which plasma is advected by the electrical drift. In the
right column, we present the radial component of the
FIG. 1. The radial center of mass velocity of a blob with !n=N ¼ 0:02
(upper panel) and !n=N ¼ 2 (lower panel). An offset of 10)3 is added to
the dashed and dashed-dotted line for visibility.
FIG. 2. Contour plots of the particle density perturbation (left column), the
electrostatic potential (middle column), and the radial electric drift compo-
nent (right column) for simulations without drift compression (upper row)
and including drift compression terms (lower row). The initial amplitude is
given by !n=N ¼ 0:02 and the fields are shown at the time each blob propa-
gates approximately at its maximal radial velocity t ¼ 35c)1 in the upper
row, and t ¼ 10c)1 in the lower row. The black lines denote equi-density
and equi-potential surfaces and correspond to the ticks in the colorbars.
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electrical drift )@/=@y, which corresponds to the compres-
sion of the electric drift via r & uE ¼ )ð@/=@yÞ=B0R0.
Recall that this contribution is neglected in the density
dynamics for a¼ 0 in the upper row. In both cases, the flow
field advects the blob radially outward by transporting
plasma from the front of the blob along the equi-potential
lines poloidally above and below its density center into
the wake of the blob. A finite electrical drift compress-
ibility inhibits this transport along the poloidal flanks.
This leads to a poloidal elongation of the blob, as sug-
gested in the lower left panel of the figure, and eventually
to a dispersion of the density into two poloidally sepa-
rated structures.
Figure 3 presents the blob’s maximal radial center of
mass velocity as a function of its initial perturbation
amplitude. When drift compression is absent, a ¼ b ¼ 0,
the maximal radial center of mass velocity of the blob is
found to be proportional to the square root of its initial
amplitude. This is in agreement with Eq. (6). From a least
squares fit of a power law to the simulation data we eval-
uate R * 0:85. This is in agreement with previous studies
of blob motion, where a similar numerical value of R
was found in the limit of negligible diffusion.15,19 On the
other hand, for small amplitudes, the blob’s radial veloc-
ity depends linearly on its initial amplitude when incorpo-
rating drift compression terms in the density dynamics. A
least squares fit of a power law for !n=N - 10)2 yields
P * 0:50.
Figure 4 shows the kinetic energy normalized to the ini-
tial value of the entropy at the time tmax V when the blob
propagates at maximal radial velocity. Neglecting drift com-
pression, maxima of this energy are up to two orders of mag-
nitude larger than in simulations including drift compression
for !n=N ! 1. For larger initial amplitudes the kinetic
energy of the blob when traveling at maximum center of
mass velocity approaches values found in simulations of the
model including drift compression. A power law fit to the
simulation data suggests that the relative kinetic energy is
inversely proportional to !n=N. When electric drift com-
pression is included in the model the kinetic energy is
bounded by the initial free energy S(0). For amplitudes
!n=N!0:5 approximately one third of the initial free energy
is converted to kinetic energy.
Comparing the radial center of mass velocity as a func-
tion of the blob’s cross-field size, shown in Fig. 5 reveals the
different size scaling of the velocity in the compressible and
incompressible cases. For the incompressible case, marked
by the triangles, the radial center of mass velocity shows a
square root dependence on the blob’s cross-field size, as sug-
gested by the inertial scaling of Eq. (6). When compression is
included, the velocity is independent of the cross-field size for
small initial amplitudes. For sufficiently large amplitudes, the
square root scaling with blob size is observed also for the
compressible case in Fig. 5. In agreement with Eq. (11), the
numerical simulations of the model including drift compres-
sion show that the transition indeed depends on both the
cross-field size and the amplitude.
The maximal radial center of mass velocity as a function
of initial amplitude for various cross-field sizes are shown in
Fig. 6. For small amplitudes, !n=N!10)2, the maximal
radial velocity becomes independent of the blob’s cross-field
size and depends approximately linearly on its initial ampli-
tude for the case of the model including drift compression.
For larger initial amplitudes the maximal velocity transitions
FIG. 3. Maximal radial center of mass velocity as a function of initial ampli-
tude for j ¼ 10)2. The dashed and full lines indicate a least squares fit to
the maximal velocity for !n=N - 10)2.
FIG. 4. Ratio of the kinetic energy at the time the blob is propagating at its
maximal radial velocity to the initial value of S. The dashed line indicates a
least squares fit of a power law to the simulation data with an exponent given
by )1.
FIG. 5. Maximal radial center of mass velocity relative to the scaling given
by Eq. (10) as a function of the blob cross-field size j. The circles refer to
simulation data of the model including compressional effects. a ¼ b ¼ 1,
and the triangles marks simulation data with a ¼ b ¼ 0.
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into the square root dependence on the blob’s initial ampli-
tude. Furthermore, max V depends on j for large !n=N as
also seen in Fig. 5. This dependence is in excellent agreement
with the predictions from Eqs. (6) and (10).
The numerical simulations further demonstrate that the
time at which the blob assumes its maximal radial center of
mass velocity becomes independent of its initial amplitude
in the limit of small initial amplitudes, as shown in Fig. 7.
This is in agreement with Eq. (2). The range over which
tmax V is independent of !n=N is consistent with the critical
initial amplitude Eq. (11).
The simulations show furthermore that all blobs feature
an initial period of constant acceleration with the accelera-
tion proportional to its initial amplitude and independent of
its cross-field size. This is clearly seen in Fig. 8 and in agree-
ment with Eq. (13). This corroborates the basis of the scale
analysis leading to Eq. (6), namely, that initially the blob is
subject to uniform acceleration by an effective gravity, given
by the interchange term in Eq. (2b).
The break in slopes for fixed j in the simulation data
shown in Figs. 6 and 7 is predicted to appear at an amplitude
given by Eq. (11). Earlier in this section, we obtained
P * 0:50 by a least squares fit of Eq. (10) to simulation data
for the compressible case with j ¼ 10)2. A least squares fit
of Eq. (6) to simulation data for the incompressible flow
model gives R * 0:85, such that ð!n=NÞc * 46j. We
continue by comparing this predicted value to the simulation
data.
To this end we fit Eqs. (6) and (10) to the simulation
data shown in Fig. 6, as well as Eq. (2) to the simulation data
shown in Fig. 7. The fit range is chosen to be the range where
the data points approximately follow a power law scaling
and the estimated transition density amplitude is given by
the intersection of the extrapolated fits. Fig. 9 compares the
transition amplitude estimated by intersection of fits to the
velocity data (green squares) and fits to the tmax V data (red
pentagon) to Eq. (11) (black circles).
For small blob cross-field sizes, j ¼ 10)3, the intersec-
tion of the fits to the velocity data yields ð!n=NÞc * 4:0
(10)2, the transition of the fits to the tmax V data yields
ð!n=NÞc * 2:5( 10)2, while Eq. (11) yields ð!n=NÞc
* 4:6( 10)2. The discrepancy between the estimates
increases with j as the amplitude range over which the
simulation data follows an exact power law decreases. For
j ¼ 10)1 the intersection of the fits to the max V data yields
ð!n=NÞc * 1:7, the intersection of fits to the tmax V data
yields ð!n=NÞc * 1:0, while Eq. (11) evaluates to approxi-
mately 4.6. These values give a relative error of 0:61 ð0:78Þ
on the transition amplitude, given by Eq. (11), when com-
pared to the max V (tmax V) data.
FIG. 7. Time at which the blob propagates at maximal radial center of mass
velocity as a function of its initial amplitude.
FIG. 8. Maximal radial center of mass velocity of the blob divided by the
time at which the blob assumes this velocity. The dashed line denotes a
power law fit with exponent 1.0 from which we evaluateQ * 0:34.
FIG. 9. The critical transition amplitude Eq. (11) evaluated with P ¼ 0:50
and R ¼ 0:85 (black circles) compared to estimates of the transition ampli-
tude from the velocity parameter scan (green squares) and the corresponding
times at which the blob propagates at its maximal radial velocity (red
pentagon).
FIG. 6. Maximal radial center of mass velocity as a function of its ini-
tial amplitude for varying ratios of the blob’s cross-field size to major
radius in the case where drift compression is included.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have analyzed a two-field fluid model
commonly used to describe blob dynamics in the scrape-off
layer of magnetically confined plasmas, in basic laboratory
plasma experiments and irregularities in ionospheres of
celestial bodies. In Section II, we discussed a commonly
employed simplification, namely, neglecting the compres-
sion of the electric and diamagnetic drifts in the particle con-
tinuity equation, and showed that neglecting the electric drift
compression corresponds to reducing the number of conser-
vation laws of the system. In the compressible case, the ini-
tialization of the density field introduces an additional
constraint on the energy conservation. This introduces an
upper limit on the blob’s radial center of mass velocity for
small amplitudes and suggests that a velocity scaling regime
exists where the blob’s center of mass velocity depends line-
arly on its initial perturbation amplitude and is independent
of its cross-field size, V " !n=N.
For this linear scaling, the time it takes for a blob to
assume its maximal radial velocity is independent of its
cross-field size or amplitude. A scale analysis of the model
equations suggests on the other hand that the center of mass
velocity scales with the square root of the blob’s initial
amplitude and cross-field size. For this velocity scaling,
tmax V is proportional to ð‘=R0Þ1=2, as well as to ð!n=NÞ)1=2.
Assuming a smooth transition between these two velocity
scalings in the model including compressional effects we
find that the transition point depends on both, the initial
amplitude of the blob and its cross-field size. For the model
with incompressible flows, the cross-field size may be
absorbed in the normalization of the model15 and only the
square root velocity scaling applies.
In Section III, we presented numerical simulations of
seeded blobs using the reduced model equations. Both scal-
ing regimes are recovered and the transition between them is
found to depend on the postulated parameters. We estimated
the numerical parameters for the velocity scaling laws given
by Eqs. (6) and (10), the transition amplitude given by Eq.
(11) and the time at which the blob propagates at its maximal
radial velocity given by Eq. (2) for a fixed initial blob cross-
field size. The predicted transition point between the velocity
scalings is shown to agree with the transition point found by
fits to data from numerical simulations.
A large number of publications studying the dynamical
properties of seeded blob structures in tokamak scrape-off
layers employ models in which compressional effects in the
particle density dynamics are neglected.14,15,19,32,33,41,49–51
This is the first contribution to show that for typical blob
cross-field sizes their dynamics is insensitive to electrical
drift compression only when the initial blob amplitude
exceeds approximately half the background density. In this
amplitude range, the Boussinesq approximation used in the
previous references and in this work is not strictly valid.
Conclusively, we find that models incorporating an inhomo-
geneous magnetic field need to retain drift compression
terms.
A direct application of velocity scaling laws for plasma
filaments is to apply them to the problem of broad particle
density profiles observed in the scrape-off layer of magneti-
cally confined plasmas. A recently developed stochastic
model predicts that the density profile is proportional to the
average blob amplitude and the duration time in which a sin-
gle blob traverses a given point.6,12,24,52,53 On the other hand
the duration time is given by the ratio of the blob’s cross-
field size to its radial velocity. In turn, this allows to refine
the dependence of the particle density profile on blob proper-
ties and to test these predictions against experimental
measurements.
Future work will study the robustness of the derived
scalings by comparing them to more involved gyro-fluid
simulations that relieve the Boussinesq approximation. It is
further planned to elucidate the effect of energy conservation
on blob dynamics in fluid models, which parameterize the
parallel dynamics and include the effects of magnetic field
lines intersecting material walls.
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